
 
 
 

The idea for totes was developed by a nurse at the Woodstock General Hospital, Bethany 
Fulton.  Thank you for this excellent idea Bethany! 
 

NOTE:  
Finished tote bags should measure at least 18" x 18". 
Wash the fabric before you begin to sew. 
Finish all raw edges of fabric by either zig zagging or surging.  All seams are 3/8". 
 
Supplies Needed: 
 

For tote - 2 pieces 19" wide x 21 1/2" long - consider using cotton pillowcases, cotton sheets, 
cotton skirts or cotton fabric you have at home. 

For ties (2) - minimum 42" in length (can use cord, grosgrain ribbon, ties made from fabric*, 
bias tape, shoelaces) 
 
Instructions: 
 

Bag 
 

1.Measure 18" from bottom of bag if bag on fold of fabric, measure 18 3/8" if raw edge at 
bottom of fabric. 
2.Sew two sides (and across bottom if necessary) using 3/8" seam. 
3.Press the un-sewn seam at the top 3.5” of the bag flat. 
4.Sew a line of stitching to hold the seams in place. 
5.To make the tote’s casing, fold the top edge of the tote to meet the edge of the 18" seam 
and stitch along bottom to create casing. 
 
 
 



Drawstrings 
1.Using a safety pin, thread the first cord through the entire drawstring casing- both ends of 
one cord will come out the same opening 
2.Repeat with second cord and thread through the other opening 
3.Sew the ends of each cord or draw string so it does not unravel or come apart. 
 
*Cut (2) 43” X 2.5” pieces of fabric. Hem raw edges at each end. Press fabric in half. Open 
fabric and press each raw edge into the centre of fabric creating like a book. Using the first 
pressed seam (down the middle of the piece of fabric), fold fabric in half and sew along open 
edge and across the bottom. 
 
For visual instructions, please click on this link (please note that the boxed corner is not 
necessary): 
https://www.threadingmyway.com/2017/06/quick-and-easy-to-make-drawstring-

bag.html?fbclid=IwAR3rWNGWkIjmVOXlphBPC52TSDvADrT0G-1hUCpFldv8ZgvpS270Dtf76xM 

Pictures from one of our sewing volunteers to help give you another visual. 
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